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T here are at least four sections in the tax act that self managed superannuation
fund (SMSF) trustees can take advantage of with regard to the provision of
superannuation death benefits (including life insurance). Understanding the

operation of these provisions can make all the difference when it comes to minimis-
ing the fund’s taxable income, maximising payments and ensuring the correct report-
ing and taxing of death benefits. Figure 1 contains an overview of how these four sec-
tions inter-relate. Each section is further explained in the following case study.

FIGURE 1. OVERVIEW OF SUPER DEDUCTIONS AND ASSOCIATED TAX ISSUES

CASE STUDY 
George and his wife Linda, both aged 48, are members of the family SMSF. George
and Linda have two children. George works for a large financial institution and has
accumulated $500,000 in his super fund. George also has a $1.1 million dollar life
insurance policy. George’s eligible service date is 2 January 1980.

1. Claim up-front deduction for provision of life insurance 
Generally super funds have one of two choices to make when claiming a deduction
for insurance premiums or the provision of death benefits – they can either claim an
up-front deduction or claim a deduction upon the death of a member.

Section 279 provides an up-front deduction for the cost of covering current or con-
tingent liabilities to pay death or disability benefits to members. For example, assume
the life insurance policy owned by the family SMSF on George’s life has an annual
premium of $2,000. Under s.279 this amount may be claimed as a deduction by the
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fund.The effective cost savings to George of purchasing this cover
via his SMSF is illustrated in table 1. Clearly if George salary sac-
rifices to the fund this results in cost effective insurance cover,
even when the full surcharge is applied.

TABLE 1. COST OF FUNDING GEORGE’S $1.1 MILLION TERM LIFE 
INSURANCE VIA SUPER

Term life premium = $2,000 Pre tax dollar cost

Taxable contribution – no surcharge applies $2,000

Taxable contribution – full surcharge applies* $2,345#

After tax dollars used to fund premium $3,883
(assumes tax at 48.5%)

* Assumes 12.5% surcharge applies
# Calculated as: x – premium = 0.15y + 0.125x (where y = x – premium) 

2. Claim deduction for paying a death benefit
An alternative to claiming an up-front deduction for the provi-
sion of death benefits is to claim a deduction under s.279B
(referred to as the future service method).This section provides a
deduction related to the actual cost of paying a death benefit
(whether it contains an insured amount or not). In order to claim
a deduction under s.279B, the following two requirements
must be satisfied:

i. The trustee of the fund must make an election that s.279 does
not apply in relation to that year of income (ie the trustee
wishes to no longer claim a deduction for the cost of current
or contingent insurance premiums). The election is irrevoca-
ble and applies to the whole fund (not just the member
account) unless the Commissioner otherwise determines.

The election to not claim an up-front deduction (for s.279B
to apply) must be made on or before the date of lodgment of
the trustee’s tax return for the year of income to which the
election relates. However, there is no restriction on the mak-
ing of an election for any particular year.That is, the trustee
may make an election one year, even though the fund had
claimed a deduction under s.279 for the previous year.

ii. The trustee must pay a death (or disability) eligible termina-
tion payment (ETP) or pension in relation to the member of
the fund in consequence of the termination of any employ-
ment of the member. Due to the requirement for the mem-
ber to terminate employment due to death (or disability), this
section will not apply to those who were self employed.

The deduction under s.279B is calculated as:

Death or disability ETP x Days in future service period

Days in total service period

Where:

Death or disability ETP is the amount of the death or disability
ETP or net present value of any pension payable because of death;

Days in future service period is the number of whole days in
the period commencing on the day the termination occurred and
ending on the last retirement date (generally age 65);

Days in total service period is the sum of:

a. the number of whole days in the eligible service period in
relation to the death or disability ETP; and 

b. days in future service period.

For example, if George died on 1 January 2005 (on his 48th
birthday) and the family SMSF made an election not to claim a
279 deduction, based on George’s eligible service date and the
size of the death benefit ETP paid (ie $1.6 million), the SMSF
would be entitled to a deduction of $647,676.

Warning: A s.279B deduction may create a tax loss in the fund
which may be carried forward. An important consideration in
making the election is to determine whether the fund may actu-
ally be in a position to offset income against the full deduction
(in that year or carried forward over future income years).This
may be relevant for single member funds or where all fund mem-
bers are in the pension phase (but note that even in pension phase
CGT may apply – refer ATO ID 2004/688).

3. Increase death benefit to claim anti-detriment
deduction 

In order to ensure the size of a death benefit ETP paid to a tax
dependant (refer table 2) is not reduced due to contributions tax,
s.279D allows a super fund to claim a tax deduction if the death
benefit ETP is effectively increased by the amount of contribu-
tions tax paid by the deceased member.This amount is referred
to as a notional payment reduction due to contributions tax
(NPRCT) or “anti-detriment” payment. The tax deduction is
calculated by dividing the anti-detriment payment by the super-
annuation fund tax rate (ie NPRCT/super fund tax rate).

The Explanatory Memorandum provides the following methods
that the commissioner will find acceptable in calculating the anti-
detriment payment:

a. Where the benefit accrued in a defined benefit superannua-
tion, the amount certified by an actuary as being the amount
of the benefit reduction due to the tax on taxable contribu-
tions.

b. Where the benefit accrued in any other type of fund, the
amount that is either:

– an amount certified by the auditors as being the amount
of the benefit reduction due to the tax on taxable contri-
butions, or 

– an amount in accordance with a specified formula.

The formula method is generally favoured as it tends to produce
a larger result where the deceased had an insured component. For
example, if George died on 1 January 2005 the anti-detriment
payment under the formula method is $104,680. The death ben-
efit is increased by this amount and forms part of the pre/post-
1983 component. If the family SMSF makes the anti-detriment
payment, the fund may claim a deduction of ($104,680/15 per
cent) or $697,868.

Trap: The problem with s.279D for SMSFs is that the deduction
cannot be claimed unless the anti-detriment payment has first
been paid.This creates a timing issue between the date of pay-
ment and claiming the deduction – unless the SMSF has substan-
tial reserves (which can be used to pay the refund) then the SMSF
will be unable to claim the deduction. It is not possible to access
other member accounts or rollover monies and simply pay the
anti-detriment payment. The reason is that from 12 May 2004 all
monies in a member’s SMSF account represent minimum bene-
fits.There are also other difficulties in accessing member accounts
to pay the refund (notional interim crediting rates etc).
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Interesting point: Zurich recently surveyed 20 fund managers in
Australia regarding their ability to make anti-detriment payments.
Nineteen fund managers provided anti-detriment payments but
only two disclosed anything in their Product Disclosure
Statement. It is therefore prudent to contact the relevant super
fund and check whether an anti-detriment payment will be, or
has been, paid on death. Please note there is no compulsion for a
super fund to offer such payments.

TABLE 2.  WHO CAN BE NOMINATED AS A DEPENDANT?

Eligible to be ETP tax
Dependant nominated (SIS) concessions

Spouse:   Married Yes Yes
Defacto Yes Yes
Previous No Yes

Child:      Birth child Yes Yes
Adopted, ex-nuptial Yes Yes
Child over 18 (as defined above) Yes No

Financial dependant (full or partial) Yes Yes 

Interdependency relationship Yes Yes

Legal personal representative Yes n/a

Note: For the purposes of s.279D, a tax dependant has the same
meaning as defined under s.27A(1)(b) of ITAA. Although
s.279D(4) defines dependant as “...the meaning given by para-
graph (a) of the definition of ‘dependant’ in subsection 27A(1)”,
it is generally accepted that the legislative reference to subsection
(a) was made in error and that reference should be made to sub-
section (b) in accordance with industry practice. This includes
payment from the trustee of the fund (or trustee of the deceased’s
estate) to a spouse, child under 18, financial dependant or person
in an interdependency relationship.

4. Ensure correct reporting and tax treatment 
of post-June 1983 amount

When a death benefit ETP is paid from a taxed superannuation
fund (or by the trustee of a deceased estate) to a dependant or
non-dependant for tax purposes, and the trustee of the super fund
is or was allowed a deduction for providing death benefits (under
s.279 or s.279B), then only part of the post-June 1983 compo-
nent will be classed as coming from a taxed source. The balance
of the post-June 1983 component will be treated as having come
from an untaxed source.

The Explanatory Memorandum states that the reason for treating
such an ETP as having a potential untaxed element is linked to
the fact that a deduction is available to taxed superannuation
funds under sections 279 and 279B in respect of the cost of insur-
ing against the need to pay such death benefits.

The taxed and untaxed elements are calculated based on the for-
mula set out in ITAA36 s.27AB(3) (see step-by-step example in
the box below).

NOTES
! A death benefit ETP has a wholly taxed post-June 1983 com-

ponent where the member was over age 65 at date of death
(either in accumulation or pension phase). The tax treatment
of the post-June 1983 component of a death benefit ETP
paid from a pension that commenced before the member’s
65th birthday is also wholly taxable.

! It is not possible to selectively withdraw or rollover the taxed
and untaxed post-June 1983 components.

! The correct classification of the post-June 1983 component
(ie taxed or untaxed) is particularly relevant where the death
benefit ETP is paid to:

– The trustee of a deceased estate - the trustee is responsi-
ble for deducting the correct amount of tax (if any)
depending on who is the ultimate beneficiary. Payment of
a post-June 1983 component to a non-dependant will
always result in a withholding obligation. The require-
ment to tax a death benefit ETP correctly is expected to
become more onerous with the introduction of the inter-
dependency relationship regulations which are likely to
require trustees to ascertain whether a beneficiary was in
such a relationship with the deceased so that the death
benefit ETP may be taxed correctly.

– A tax dependant and the ETP is in excess of the
deceased’s available pension RBL – the reason is that if
the death benefit is not correctly reported (ie no untaxed
post-June 1983 amount is reported), 100 per cent of the
post-June 1983 (taxed) component that exceeds the
deceased’s available pension RBL is subject to tax at 38
per cent plus Medicare levy (for ETPs cashed out on or
after 1 July 2002). If an untaxed amount was reported the
excessive benefit may be reduced or eliminated (as only
85 per cent of an untaxed post-June 1983 component is
counted for RBL purposes).

EXAMPLE
Calculating the post-June 1983 component
Assume George died on 1 January 2005 and his death benefit
ETP of $1.6 million was paid as a lump sum to his spouse, Linda
(no anti-detriment payment was made from the SMSF). The
ETP components are calculated as follows:

Step 1
Determine the post-June 1983 component (using normal ETP
calculations).

Pre days 1,276 Pre-1983 $223,565 
Post days 7,856 Post-1983 $1,376,435 
Total days: 9,132 Total ETP $1,600,000

Step 2
Use the following formula to calculate the reduced ETP.

Reduced ETP  =  ETP  x  (days in eligible service period 
÷ days in total service period) 

Where:
ETP is the amount of the death benefit paid less any excessive
component (note the excessive amount will only be known once
reported to the ATO and a determination is issued).
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Days in eligible service period is the number of days in the eli-
gible service period in relation to the ETP.

Days in total service period is the sum of:

a. the number of whole days in the eligible service period in
relation to the ETP, and 

b. the number of whole days in the period commencing on the
date of death of the member of the fund and ending on the
last retirement date (generally age 65).

Reduced ETP  =   $1.6 million  x  (9132 /15,341) 
=   $952,428

Step 3
Calculate the post-June 1983 component based on the reduced
ETP calculated in step 2 (using normal ETP calculations).This is
the taxed post-June 1983 component.

Pre $133,081
Post (taxed) $819,347
Total ETP $952,428

Step 4
Calculate the untaxed post-June 1983 component using the fol-
lowing formula:

Untaxed component   =  Notional component (refer step 1) 
–  taxed component (refer step 3) 

=  $1,376,435  –  $819,347
=  $557,088
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The ETP components are determined as follows:

ETP (reported by  Amount counted Original ETP amended by ATO 
super fund to ATO) for RBL purposes (excessive determination issued)

Pre $223,565 $223,565 $184,721 

Post (taxed) $819,347 $819,347 $676,987* 

Post (untaxed) $557,088 $473,525 $460,295* 

Excessive n/a n/a $277,997 

Total $1,600,000 $1,516,437 $1,600,000

* Reapply the formula in s.27AB(3) with the excessive amount to determine the new taxed and untaxed elements 
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